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Students Debate
in Ethics Bowl

BOMftMG

BGSU students apply philosophy at nationals debate
competition in Cincinnati
ByAlbuWidman
Reporter

University students debated their
way to national recognition and are
preparing to represent the University
at the 17th Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl
in Cincinnati this spring.
The competition takes place March
3 and features the top 32 teams from
the 10 regional Kthics Bowls, including one team from the University.
"In the last 20 years or so the competition has really blossomed into a
large, nationwide event," said Coach
Ian Young, a philosophy professor.
"This is big news. It might get a bit
more intense now, but everyone is
enjoying it and is keen to come back
for more at nationals."
Seven University students were
divided into two teams for the
Nov. 1 Upper Midwest regional
competition.
One team consisted of Tom
Cunningham, Scott Hires, Nicole
Lepore and Matthew Shadrake and
placed second out of 16 teams, qualifying for nationals.
The other team consisted of
Chelsea Fuller. Courtney Hutton and
Courtney Steinman and placed fifth
overall in the competition, but did
not qualify.
In the Ethics Bowl competition,
a moderator poses questions concerning a variety of ethical problems,
according to Ethic Bowl's website.
Teams then answer and debate the
topics before being evaluated by a
panel of judges.
Debate topics have ranged from
dam construction in the Amazon to
child pornography in the animated
Internet world of Second Life and
usually correspond to "real life ethical problems," Young said.
"Although winning is nice, I really
enjoy getting people thinking about
the ethical issues behind a lot of questions and think with more depth," he
said. "One thing I really like is seeing students sitting about, passionately discussing ethical issues, even
if they're not in an actual debate
competition."
Although the Ethics Bowl began at
the University last fall, all University
competitors participated for the first
rime this year.

Hites, a sophomore philosophy
major, said he heard about the Ethics
Bowl in his modem political ideologies class with Young and decided to
join the team to be more involved.
"I've really enjoyed it and made
really good friends throughout the
process," Hites said. "I enjoy debating and things like that, and my
teammates and I work really well
together."
By qualifying for nationals, Hites
said he thinks the team exceeded
expectations, but still has room for
improvement as excitement sets in.
" Honestly I don't think we expected
to make it to nationals in our first
year," he said. "There's a lot going
through my mind now. We did really
well, but there were some things we
weren't 100 percent on at regionals
that we need to work on, like our fundamental ethical principles."
Hutton, a sophomore film production and Spanish major, said
although her team didn't qualify
for nationals, there is still a possibility she may compete with the
qualifying team.
"You're allowed to have six people
on a team for nationals, so wc still
need to talk about it, but I would
definitely go if I was asked." Hutton
said. "It was a new experience for me
because I've been good at academic
and logical argument but 1 had never
tried an out loud, debate setup. It was
a challenge ... but the coaches were
so supportive and made it a great
experience."
Young said he hopes his team's
presence in Cincinnati will stimulate student interest in the Ethics
Bowl. The team is financially sponsored by the University's philosophy
department and BGeX and is open
to students of any major.
"The whole idea for the national
competition was actually dreamt
up by a man who taught engineering students," he said. "Although a
department member pushed for the
Ethics Bowl at BGSU, it's open to anyone who is interested."
Philosophy professor George
Agich, former director of BGeX. said
his push for a University Ethics
See ETHICS | Page 2
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R0TC PAYS RESPECTS

MANUAL Tino Boggs. a sophomore attending Bowling Green High School, tests out the new slate pail Fnday afternoon by nose manualing the
straight out ledge This feature Is one of the many parts of the new skateboarding facilities located in City Park

Local students celebrate opening of new city skate park
Quinn thanked Parks and Recreation's
Director Michelle Grigore and Recreation
Coordinator Kristin Otley for their work in
Skateboarders and bikers of all ages rushed the completing the project.
city's new skate park Friday afternoon after its
"This is a dream for a lot of people that quite
official ribbon cutting ceremony.
frankly I wasn't sure we'd ever realize," he said.
The skate park is located in the west side of "We hope this brings years of good times for the
Bowling Green's City Park, near the inline skat- skateboarders of Bowling Green."
ing rink, will now be open during normal park
Hesaidthecommunityhadbeenapproached
hours, with the exception of closure due to by teens for years about this, because they
work that will periodically be done to complete wanted a safe place to skateboard.
the surrounding sidewalks.
"So many people have been thrown out of so
At the ceremony, the excitement built as many places," he said. "This is a place with no
Mayor John Quinn gave a quick speech. Before
See PARK | Page 2
cutting the ribbon, he joked: "The only rule
today is that you don't kill me getting past me."
ByAsi*R*p*>
Reporter

MICHAEL RKD I IHEBGNfWS

HONOR: BGSU student William Morey pays his respect at the P0W/MIA Table and Tribute.

CAMPUS

FORUM

SPORTS

BG Celebrates the Holidays

The Rivalry Explained

Tough Weekend

Bowling Green brings festivity to down-

Columnist Bryan Warrick illuminates the longstanding rivalry of Ohio State and Michigan in time

BG coach Chris Bergeron's first two games

town with the annual parade celebration
for the coming season| P»g« 3

for the upcoming game | P»g« 4

as Miami swept the falcons 4-5,3-0 this

against his former team did not go well
weekend | P»gt 6

k

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What is your favorite food to eat on Thanksgiving
day?
KEIKUROYANAGI
Senior. Sport Management

"Turkey. It's traditional and I'm from
Japan, so its interesting." | Page 2
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BLOTTER
THURS.,NOV18
924 A.M.
Jordan G Cedoz. 19. of
' lo thwood. Ohio, wiis cited tot
possessor, of marijuana within
the 900 block ol E. Wooster St

339 PM.
■ laas, 35. of Pembofville.
Ohio, was cited for theft/shop; lftet attempting to take
■ Dfth of merchandise
Meijer.

11:04 P.M.
■ A Toth. 24. of
' Ohio, was cited for
i ontamer after allegedly
being stopped while carrying a
; itcher of beer withm the 100
block of N Prospect St.

FRL NOV. 19
12.15 AM.
IbHes. 19. of Bowling
ited for criminal
id underage under the
00 block of
■

11:14 PM
Anthony J Angelone. 25. of
Gibsonburg. Ohio, was arrested
for disorderly conduct/unable to
care for self within the 100 block
ofN Main St

11:35 P.M.
Jacob D. Graber, 22, and Garth
A. Dickerson. 21. both of Stryker.
Ohio, were cited for open container within the 300 block of
Pike St

SAT., NOV. 20
1235 AM.
Jamie L. Bartlett. 20. of Huron.
Ohio, was cited for prohibited
acts and underage under the
influence within the 300 block of
N. Church St

12:51 A.M.
Luke S McDev.tt, 21. of
Wapakoneta. Ohio, was cited for
open container near the corner
of East Reed Avenue and North
Summit Street.
121A.M.
Latasha S While, 21. of Wauseon.
Ohio, was cited for open container within the 200 block of N.
Mam St

the 300 block of Colony Lane.
Michael Acosta. 34. of Bowling
Green, was cited for theft/deception to obtain dangerous drugs
and obstructing official business
within the 300 block of Colony
Lane
Ryan Wessel. 25. of Bowling
Green, was cited for obstructing
official business and arrested on
ictive warrant from the Bowling
Green Police Division within the
300 block of Colony Lane.
11:02 P.M.
Ashley N. Owens. 22. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct/loud music within the
100 block of State St

11:44 PM
Kayla F. Barker. 19. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for possession of marijuana and possession
of drug paraphernalia within the
800 block of 3rd St

SUN, NOV. 21
1211 AM.
A complainant within the 100
block of State Ave. reported thiee
bags of scrap aluminum cans stolen from his vehicle.

12:41AM.
Brents, 20. of
ng Green, vvas arrested on
int from Findlay and cited
within the 100 block

•

1:11A.M.
emens. 20. of
led for
.t drug paraphernalia
'ho 100 block of S Mam St

1:32 A.M.
el Shane McCollum. 22. of
v was cited for open container near Lot 2.

8:42 A.M.
21. of North
i, Mass.. was cited for pos»n of drug paraphern ■ i
East I
.

•

'

■

.

Sergio Villasana, 19. of Belmore.
Ohio, was cited for open container and underage possession within
the 200 block of N Main St

1:34 A.M.
Christopher B Salazar. 23. of
Fostoria. Ohio, was arrested for
disorderly conduct/unable to care
for self within the 100 block of N.
Main St.

217 A.M.
Colby M Heiser. 22, of Rockford.
Ohio, was cited for open container near the corner of South
Summit Street and East Wooster
Street.

213 A.M.
Brent J Heitmeyer. 22. of Bowling
Green, was cited for criminal mischief near Lot 4

122 A.M.

5 04 A.M.
Jeffry A Duncan Jr.. 22. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
discharging a weapon in city limits
and using weapons while intoxicated after firing a 22 rifle in his
garage within the 900 block of W.
Wooster St

■

544 P.M.
Leonard Lee Stimmer. 28. of
Weston. Ohio, was arrested for
theft/shoplifting within the 2000
block of E Wooster St.

720 PM.
■

■

PARK
From Page 1
limits. We hi ipe they use it."
llowliiiRtireenl linhSchool
sophomore linn IIIIJIKS has
been Involved in the planning process since junior
high. I le said there were several (lilierent designs for the
park lhal the teens helped to
create, and the finished prod
IX'I is a combination of those
designs.
Skateboarding
every
Chance he gels, lio)U,s said
he gets in trouble with the
police at least once every two
weeks when skating around
the city. I le said he just got in
trouble rhursday.
"It's a place lo sk.ile without getting kicked out." he
said.
Working closely with the
teens involved in the planning, (11 ley learned about
skateboarding, but had not

cone ■

Port ige.
ited tor disorderly
Mtion within
I Church St.

1108 PM.
.-.orth. 49. of Bowling
ited for operating a
| nred within the 400
of I bpoleon Rd

bigger grand opening in
the spring that she hopes
will feature live music and
professional skaters.
Construction on the
skate park began in
September after receiving
funding from a $10,000
Tony Hawk Charitable
Foundation grant, a $5,000
Bowling Green Community
Foundation grant and
a $20,000 Nature Works
grant from the state. Otley
said. The parks department
also contributed $15,000 to
the skate park, and other
lundraising efforts were
made, including skate park

T-shirts sales at the Bowling

Green Community Center
and raffles that were held.
(irigore said the skate
park COS! close lo $150,000.
She said she thinks the
skate park is located in a
gnnd part of City Park, as
there is plenty of parking, nearby restrooms and
lights for the later hours of
hern able In see the tl ens
the day.
use their talents.
"I am so excited that this
Afterwatching the skaters
on the different elements in is finally open," she said.
the skate pai k she said. "Oh, "This legitimizes the sport."
Grigore said she enjoyed
that's how you use it."
"It's really cool to see what watching the skateboardthey're doing with it," she ers, especially after learning more about their talsaid.
ents through the work she
Otley said they started
did on the project.
building the skate park as
"I might spend my lunch
soon as possible and were
hours out here," she said.
glad to have it open before
"It's great to watch."
the snow.
She added that she was
She said there will lie a

232 AM
Brian D. Roosenberg. 24. of
Fostoria. Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct/public urination
near the corner of Pike Street and
North Summit Street

glad the city could reach
this age group of people by
working with something
that interests them.
"A lot of people don't .
understand," Crigore said, j
"They have not had a legal
place in the city."
University senior Nick ;
Yoho said he was looking for-1
ward to seeing the skate park ;
and that he likes that it is all !
made of cement.
That makes it more fun to :
skate it, "he said. "They'vegot \
a good set up."
After the ribbon cutting,
the skaters had to take turns
trying the different elements.
"It's a little crowded," Yoho
said. "I've just been riding
around as much as I can."
Scott lUtak, owner of
lust Skateboards in Toledo,
agreed that making the
skate park out of cement was
a quality decision. I Ic said it
would also increase the longevity ol the park.
Tutak said he heard about
the skate park a couple
weeks ago and was happy to
be there for the opening.
"1 bet it will be the most
used facility in the city." he
said. "Kids will come from
Toledo and Michigan to use
it."
He said he is glad the city
can see that there is a real
demand for this sport and
lhal the skate park could
become a well-known destination for the city

we haw such strength in
applied social and political ethics at BGSU," he said.
From Page 1
"We discussed this for a long
Bowl team was inspired
lime and decided to recruit
by the University's nation- Students from all colleges
and get support."
ally recognized department
Since its implementation
of applied philosophy, the
in fall 200'J, Agich said the
focus of the competition,
"When I came in 2005, I
program has grown and he
wondered win we weren't is pleased to see its particialready doing this lnvause pants enjoy themselves as

ETHICS

236 A.M.
Alexander C. Roush. 21. of Toledo.
was arrested for criminal trespass
and assault near Lot 1.
David A. Villegas II. 20. of Toledo,
was arreMed foi assault newrlot 1

CORRECTION

10 57 PM.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

they showcase the fundamental values of BGeX.
"While talking to them,
I could see they were so
pumped up and excited
because it was so much
fun," he said. "They're not
only performing, but doing
something that's intellectually interesting to them and
meeting si udent s fn mi i it her
campuses who enjoy it. loo."

check us out online @

843 P.M.
Susan J. Hibbard. 41. of
Bloomdale. Ohio, was arrested for
theft/shoplifting within the 2000
We want to correct all factual
block of E Wooster St
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG New; ,it
419-372-6966.
1028 P.M.
Cassandra Mendieta. 18. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
underage under the influence and
ONLINE: Go to bgviemcom lor the
obstructing official business within
complete blotter list

POLICY

BGVfews

.com
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HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2011

$5 OFF

Amenities included in many of our houses:

UNDER ARMOUR APPAREL
Student Book Exchange

•»

•»

530 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
1419) 353-7732
Visit us online at
www.SBXgofalcons.com

Not valid with any other (liters. Mut>t present
this coupon al the time of the purchase.
hxctudes textbooks, electronics, software, and
beverages. Limit one coupon per
customer per visit.
Expires 5/9/11.

I
■
'

J

530 East Wooster St.. (419) 353-7732 • www.SBXgofalcons.com

-

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

o

vwvw.grecnbriarrentals.com CRHN
. YOUR PURCHASE OF CLOTHING .
1
AND BGSU IMPRINTED ITEMS '

Student Book Exchange

■•

•■

530 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419)353-7732
Visit us online at
www.SBXgofalcons.com

■ Not valid with any other offers. Must present
■
this coupon al the time of the purchase.
fcxcludes textbooks, electronics, software, and
beverages. Limit one coupon per
customer per visit.
|
Expires 5/9/II.

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

*

J

530 East Wooster St.. (419) 353-7732 • www.SBXgofalcons.com

STOP
by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012
■ Wc hive Efficiencies, t Bedroom and - Bedroom Apartments.
• In most cases, furnished and unl'iimislu'd on the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and Irash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental ollicc.

WK HAVK I NITS RKADY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Student Book Exchange

■•

[U1
•»

530 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 353-7732
Visit us online al
www.SBXgofalcons.com

Not valid with any other offers. Musi present
this coupon al (he time of the purchase.
Excludes textbooks, electronics, software, and
beverages. Limit one coupon per
customer per visit.
Expim $19111.

_
I

530 East Wooslcr St.. (419) 353-7732 • www.SBXgotalcoiis.coin

.tl« K. Wooster Street. Bowline (ireen. OH
Located Across From Tacn Hell.
RENTAL OFFICE I-till 354-2260
Hours- Mmida.v lii I i id.n - S: 111 III -in • Saturday - S:.M) In 5:IHI
\i u w.johnnev. Iiiverealeslale.eoin

■• I I I I

!_ II ||
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WORLD BRI
Gunmen kill exgovernor in western
Mexico state

I
i

Gates: New facility
23 people killed in
could lead to more NK Somalia weekend
fighting
nukes

GUADALAJARA Me«o-The

SANTA CRUZ. Bolwa-US.

Monday. November 22.2010 3

WARSAW. Poland (AP) - Roman

MOGADISHU Somalia (AP) - At

former governor of the Pacific state

Defense Secretary Robert Gates said

least 25 people were killed in fighting

Catholic priests consecrated what

ol Colima mas shot dead late Sunday

he doesn't believe North Korea's new.

in central Somalia and the seaside

morning by a group o( armed men

advanced nuclear facility is part of a

capital over the weekend, officials and

authorities said

peaceful nuclear energy program.

witnesses said Sunday.

Sirverio Cavazos Ceballos. 41.
who left office a year ago. was killed

He says it appears to be a uranium

Suspected US
missiles kill six in
NW Pakistan

Enormous religious
statue consecrated
in Poland

Thirteen people were killed in central

Flood in China
coal mine traps 28
workers

MIR ALL Pakistan - Four suspected

BEIJING-Water flooded a small

US. missiles slammed into a house in

Chinese coal mine Sunday, trapping

local officials claim is the worlds

northwestern Pakistan on Sunday, kilting

28 people as they did safety work to

largest statue of Jesus Christ in the

sir people in an area near the Afghan

expand the mines capacity, an official

presence of hundreds of Polish faithful

border teeming with local and foreign

and state media said.

on Sunday.

militants, intelligence officials said

Somalia when a militia allied with the

outside his home in the capital city

North Korea to build more nuclear

government attacked a village held by

singing and carrying banners, one

one unmanned aircraft,

also called Colima. the state Attorney

weapons

Islamist insurgents on Saturday The

saying "Chrrst King of the Universe

the Obama administrations intensified

fighting continued into Sunday

as they made their way to the huge

campaign to use drones to target

underground at the Batian mine in

Generafs Office said

North Korea recently showed off

Believers walked in a procession,

The strike, carried out by at least

It was the latest mining accident

enrichment facility that could enable

WT

:

for China, which his the worlds
deadliest coal mines
Forty-one workers were

statue overlooking a pi sin in the

militants who regularly stage cross-

the southwes'ern province of Sichuan

Rafael Gutierrez Vifelobos. the state's

American scientist The scientist said

Wardhumale village, where the fiercest

western Polish town of Swiebodzm,

border attacks against foreign troops m

at the time, said an official surnamed

economic development secretary who

the facility appears consistent with

fighting took place, said he saw 10

the news agency PAP reported

Afghanistan

was wounded in the attack, though

the North's stated plan for an energy

bodies

auttonties rldn t say how gravety

program, but warned it could be used

Cavazos was accompanied by

The suspects fled in a truck after

the formerly secret facility to a visiting

for bomb-making.

firing on Cavazos and Gutierrez, who

Abdi Fatah Alt. a resident of

Another sign bore the words "King

A man in neighboring Elgod village.
Abdulkadir. said he saw three dead

Gates, traveling in Bolivia for a

was located in Khaddi village in North

king's crown.

Waziristan. part of the semiautonomous

rescue work was continuing for the

tnbal regrcn m Pakistan that is almost

28 missing.

the statue with outstretched arms

entirely controlled by militants, said the

dubbed "Christ the King" is the world s

intelligence officials

were both taken to a clinic where

regional defense conference, also said

Cavazos later died

North Korea has developed longer-

al-Shabab abandoned Wardhumale

range missiles that might deliver nuclear

village, leaving the government-allied

largest, rising even higher than Rio de

The dead included three militants

weapons

Ahlu Sunnah Wal Jama militia in charge.

Janeiro's famous Christ the Redeemer.

and three local tribesmen who were

Cavazos took office in 2005 after
the previous governor died in plane
crash In 2008. he accompanied

-Anne Gear an (AP)

The residents sad the Islamist militia

Spokesmen for both sides claimed

President Felipe Calderon on a tnp

"The monument is a visible sign

victory

to Los Angeles to meet with political

Ahlu Sunnah Wal Jama is a clan-

officials, and immigrant groups, along

based militia which supports Sufisim. the

with two other governors from

harboring them, said the officials.

of faith in Christ." said Bishop Stefan

speaking on condition of anonymity

Regmunt. one of several clerics who

because they were not authorized to talk

led outdoor ceremonies at the site

to the media.
-RasoolDawar(AP)

traditional form of Islam practiced in

Mexican states with heavy migration

bureau

of Kings" on a banner shaped like a

People in Swiebodzin boast that

people.

Xie with the provincial work safety

The house destroyed in the stnke

He said 13 workers escaped and

■'.
i .

U'I have hope of finding them
' r said.

It was not clear what caused the
flooding.
Xie said pumps to remove the
water were on the way to the mine in
-ty An estimated 141.000
cubic feet (4.000 cubic meters) of
water was m the mining pit. he said

Somalia One of the reasons it is fighting

to the US

- Cara Anna (AP)

is because it says the insurgents are

-Arturo Perez (AP)

practicing a foreign brand of Islam

World Wildlife Fund: Tigers could be extinct in roughly 12 years if left unprotected
By IrinaTitov.i
The Associated Press

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia
— Wild tigers could become
extinct in 12 years if countries where they still roam
fail In lake quick action t'>
protect their habitats and
step up the fight against
poaching, global wildlife
experts told a "tiger summit"
Sunday.
The World Wildlife Fund
and other experts say only
about 3,200 tigers remain in

the wild, a dramatic plunge
from an estimated 100,000 a
century ago.
lames l.eape, direr tor general of the World Wildlife
Fund, told the meeting in St.
Petersburg that if the proper
protective measures aren't
taken, tigers may disappear
by 2022, the next Chinese
calendar year of the tiger.
Their habitat is being
destroyed by forest cutting and construction,
and they are a valuable
trophy for poacheis who

want their skins and body
parts prized in Chinese
traditional medicine.
The summit approved
a wide-ranging program
with the goal of doubling
the world's tiger population
in the wild by 2022 backed
by governments of the 13
countries that still have tiger
populations: Bangladesh,
Bhutan, Cambodia, China,
India, Indonesia, Laos,
Malaysia, Myanmar, Nepal,
Thailand, Vietnam and
Russia.

The Global Tiger Recovery
Program estimates the
countries will need about
$350 million in outside
funding in the first five
years of the 12-year plan.
The summit will be seeking donor commitments to
help governments finance
conservation measures.
"For most people tigers
are one of the wonders of
the world," Leapt- told The
Associated Press. "In the
end, the tigers are the inspiration and the flagship for

"For most people
tigers are one of
the wonders of
the world."
much broader efforts to
conserve forests and grass
lands."
The program aims to pro
tect tiger habitats, eradicate
poaching, smuggling, and
illegal trade of tigers and

their parts, and also create
incentives lor local communities in engage them in
helping protect the big cats.
I he summit, which runs
through Wednesday, is
hosted by Russian Prime
Minister Vladimir Putin.
who has used encounters
with tigers and other wild

animals to bolster his image.
It's driven by the Global
Tiger Initiative which was
launched two years ago
by World Hank President
Robert Zoellick.

WWW.BGSUCAMPUSCASH.COM

su

CAMPUS CASH
SIGN UP FOR
BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!
* Works like a standard text message,
No extra charges
PRUL MITCHELL.

su

ISnnina
Center

FOCUS SALON

*!!S2S£>2fc
JAQUwtCT.

^Wc^g r Cinco De Mayo TV"*5?
TUBBY'S
TAVERN

SIGN UP NOW!

SOUTH
SIDE

SBX

You can also go to BGSUCampus Cash.con»
and get Local Menus, Discounts, Bar Promotion*,
Events, Job Opportunities and More.

Text BGSU to 46786
Get deals sent to your phone
Show your phone and save.
Get exclusive promos all year!
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'EOPLE ON

"Although winning is nice, I really enjoy getting people thinking about the ethical
issues behind a lot of questions...
-Ian Young, coach of University Ethics Bowl team, about recent competition [see story, pg. 1].
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HE STREET What is your favorite food to eat on Thanksgiving day?
"Eggnog, because

"Mashed potatoes

my mom makes it

and com I m weird

good. Its flavorful"

November through

and I like to mix

VICTORIA

January"
JONATHAN

them."
AMANDA

RYAN

KFIIHOIZ
Freshman.
Telecommunications

DOBIAS
Senior.
History

POLK
Sophomore.
Philosophy

"Turkey My mom
makes it really

WILLIS
Sophomore.
Event Planning

"Cheesy potatoes"
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K$

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own lake on
today's People On The
Street' Or a suggestion for
a question' Give us your
feedback at bgvievm.com

Knowledge of basic math appears to be absent in everyday experiences

Last week, ii IN wife and l weni
nut li)i dinner. When I he

time came to pay the bill, I
offered cash and expected
change. The employee
could open the cash drawer,
Inn wasn'l able to make
change due to an electronic
malfunction in the cash
registci I hiswasaccompa
mi'cl by the apology, "Sorry,
I'm terribleal math."
I mill lu'i what the change
would be and momentarily
toyed with tin' notion of
demonstrating how to make
change the "old fashioned'
way. Inn abandoned tin' idea
due in the numbei of people
waiting to pay and having no
di-siri' to possibly embarrass
hei
Douglas llofstadter, a pro

fessoi ni cognitive science,
coined the term"innumeracy" to describe this condition. In 1989, John Allen
I'aulns popularized the term
in his hunk.' Inmmicrary:
Mathematical Illiteracy and
Its Consequences.1
Hut. win such widespread
alienation from and discomfort with simple math? Can't
we even make change without reliance mi an electronic
crutch?
it's interesting that,
although few will admit to
illiteracy many will admit In
severe discomfort wfih numbers. Sometimes, ify almost
as if there was a badge of
honor attached to numerical
phobia.
In general, I think many
people possess a greater
intuitive sense for mathematical topics than they're
willing to admit I usually
pose a question to my students on the first day of class:
How would you feel if I were

WEAK SAUCi

to drop the lowest lest or
quiz in computing your final
grade? Everyone, of course,
approves. Then, I pose the
next question: In a spirit of
fairness, since I'm dropping
the lowest grade or quiz,
shouldn't I also drop the
highest? This proposal meets
with substantially less enthusiasm. I then remark that
they probahly know more
about math than they give
themselves credit for. Iliey
have at least an intuitive idea
i if the behavior of averages
and the effect that deleting one
or more of an average's components will have on the result
()ne of my colleagues takes
the position that a good deal
of modem innumeracy is
due to the almost ubiquitous

presence and use of handheld calculators, beginning
in kindergarten. I tend to
endorse that position; as
a society, the exchange we
have made for possessing
and using these devices lias

to do even simple mental
mathematical calculations,
In the middle ol"a class
problem, I will occasioiiidly
ask students for mi answer to
what is a rather rudimentary
i-aleillation, e.g.. what is 20
percent of 430. Silence falls like

a paD upon die room, punctuated only by the sound of
backpacks being opened for
Calculator retrieval. Such a
computation should come
easily to any high school
graduate, certainly one who
is in college.
Better jobs can also be
dependent upon enhanced
numerical abilities. In 1997,
Samantha Parsons and
John Bynner summarized
findings from their research
using data from a study that
follows the lives of about
17,(100 people born in the
United kingdom. Looking
at their employment experiences, and controlling
for good literacy skills and

focusing and those who
left full-time education at
age Hi. Parsons and Bynner
found that a lack of numeracy reduces both job opportunities and promotions.
For example, the pursuit of
an advanced degree in many
areas requires competence
in math up to and Including calculus and statistics.
Advanced training in economics requires the functional equivalent of a minor
in math. And, as reported in
Poynleri Inline. Roger Simon,
an award-winning columnist now writing for Politico,
confessed in a 1990 column
thai math proficiency was an
essential part of bis toolkit as
a reporter. I le had to learn on
the job what he should have
learned in school.
What's the solution? for
openers, less reliance on
electronic devices and an
increased emphasis on the
memorization and drilling
ol'hasii math skills in lin-

early grades would be valuable. Thews nothing wrong
with drill iind repetition: we
all learned the alphabet and
eventually how to read in
that way. I am not advocating quadratic equations or
calculus; simple eighth-grade
arithmetic will suffice.
Moreover, the feeling i if
accomplishment gained upon
successfully mastering these
basic skills will go a long way
toward diminishing the effect

of negative assessments of
one's math abilities that are
occasionally foisted upon
young people by parent and
teacher alike.
In the end, success in math
literacy, as in so many other
things, comes down to what
I lenry lord said, "Whether
you think you can. or think
you cant, you're right."
What do you think?

Respond to Phil at

Ihenews9bgnews.com

Michigan versus Ohio State history explained
«•£>
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column 01 news
story? Here's how to got in touch with us for letters to the editor

■ I mail us at theriewsij>bgnewscom.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center
■ Call us at -119-372-6966
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be suie to -pad the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
i .io-
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2009, Ohio State and
Michigan have decided the
Big fen Conference championship between themselves
on 22 different occasions.
;ind have affected the determination of the conference
title an additional 25 times.
Hut while I'm throwing
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all these impressive tacts at
you from the sioried history
of these tWQ learns, there
is a question that needs to
be asked. Why is the rivalry
between these schools so
intense! Part of the reason
might be the simple fact that
the slates are right next to
each other. Or could it be
thai Wolverines urinate on
Buckeye trees (Kind of made
that last part up. probably).
But the most likely reason
for this rivalry goes hack to
the 18:it)s. when the territory
of Michigan and the state of
()hio went to war over the
area of Iblcdo.
1 he Toledo War. as most
people call it. began in 1835
with a dispute over who
controlled the land called
the Toledo Strip, which
contained the Port of
Toledo. Ohio claimed it for
themselves, while Michigan,
which was beginning ihe
process to become a state,
said that it had a claim on
the land.
Soon the argument got
so healed that the two
sides sent their militias to
Iblcdo to intimidate the
other. A few battles broke
out, including one where Ihe
two sides fired al each other
from across the Maumee
Rivet with Michigan troops
on the north bank and Ohio
soldiers on ihe south. One
man. a Michigan Sheriff's
Deputy, was killed in the

"Soon the argument
got so heated that
the two sides sent
their militias to
Toledo..."
conflict when lie was
stabbed in Ihe back by an
Ohioan during a bar fight in
the city.
Eventually the lighting
and arguing got so bad thai
Presidenl Andrew Jackson
and the federal government
had to intervene. After some
more arguing, a compromise was Anally reached.
Ohio would gel control of
Toledo, while the federal
government gave Michigan
the Upper Peninsula,
which was then part of
the Wisconsin territory.
Michigan was also allowed

to become a state of the
union, which it did in I8U7.
And the war had even
bigger effects on the region
then just the borders. It was
during this conflict that
Michigan got the nickname
Wolverines, after the brave
animals known for picking
fights with animals sever.il
times their size, even grizzly bears. In the end. while
Ohio won the Toledo area,
Michigan walked away with
the mineral and lumber rich
Upper Peninsula, which
became a major source

of money for the state. In
the end, the only stale that
lost the war was Wisconsin,
which wasn't even involved
In the light. But they lost all
the minerals and money
that were to be found in the
land they lost to Michigan.
While Michigan and Ohio
would continue to argue
over borders ovei ihe next
century, especially with the
islands in 1 ake Erie, they
would never again go to war
with each other. At least not
with guns. Bring in the football teams of the two stales'
greatest universities.
Today a lot of people see
the rivalry between these
teams as a continuation or
modern manifestation of the
old war. The emotions and
tensions that Michigan and
Ohio felt 175 years ago can
still he felt on the lasl day of
the college football season,
when the Buckeyes and the
Wolverines take the field.
So this weekend, sit down
and watch The Game. Enjoy
the emotions and thrills of
watching a game against the
two greatest rivals in sports.
And if there is anything thai
We can take from the history of the Toledo War, it is
that no matter who wins
between the two states,
Wisconsin still loses.

Respond lo Bryan m
thenews@bgnews.com

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWSCOM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.
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Bowling Green. Ohio 454051 Plwne: (419) 572-6966

COIUMNIST

n's finally here. The Game.
It's the point around
which all college football
revolves around. The
Michigan/Ohio State
game has become almost
something of a holiday in
the two states. So as soon
as you're done celebrating
Thanksgiving, put on your
favorite school's sweater
and get ready for the
greatest weekend in sports.
I he rivalry between these
two teams creates a lot of
emotion, especially with
the strong loyalties on both
sides. Ohio State is on a
current six game winning
streak, the longest they have
ever had against Michigan.
Hut the Blue and Maize lead
the all-time mark still with a
57-43-6 record against OSO.
I he learns first played in
1897 and have played each
other at the end of every
season since 1935. Through
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been the loss of the ability
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasls. audio
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
woids These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion ftige
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews^bgnews.
com with ihe subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column. All submissions ate subject to review and editing tor length
and clanty before printing The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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NATION BRIEFS
NC woman accused
in pizza shop video
pleads guilty

N. Calif, cities
bring pot growing
into the light

HICKORY. NC(AP)-A

Carjacking ends on
Penn campus, one
suspect killed

Autopsies being
done on mom, kids
slain in Fla.

Officers broaden
search for Utah
shooter

Facebook-banning
NJ pastor
admits threesome

TALLAHASSEE. Fla-Autopsies

NEPTUNE TOWNSHIP

MOAB. Utah (AP)-The

N J. (AP) - A pastor who said

search for a gunman accused of

were being performed Sunday on

carjacking in West Philadelphia

Facebook was a "portal to infidelity"

critically wounding a Utah park

the bodies of a young mother and

ended in an exchange of gunfire

and told mamed church leaders

ranger stretched into a second

three small children found slam in

already moving toward creating

at the University of Pennsylvania

to delete their accounts or resign

day Sunday as helicopter and

what was descnbed by poke as a

has pleaded guilty to charges

government-sanctioned mari-

and the death of a suspect.

once testified that he had a three-

boat crews scoured a rugged

violent cnme scene in north Florida

stemming from the video

juana farms to help supply them.

way sexual relationship with his

Utah canyon and law officers

wife and a male church assistant.

broadened their pursuit to

BERKELEY.Calif-Ascities

North Carolina woman accused

get set to levy taxes on medical

ol appealing in a gross video a! a

marijuana retailers some locali-

Domino's Pizza kitchen thai was

ties in Northern California are

posted on the Internet last year

The Hickory Daily Record

Cities hope to rake in even

reports thai 32-year-old Kristy

more tax revenue from medical

Hammonds received a sus-

marijuana cultivation, which

PHILADELPHIA (AP)
- Authorities say an armed

No one else was injured in the
exchange behind the university

include a railroad line

The Rev Cedric Miller con-

library about 3 a.m. Sunday.

which was otherwise quiet on
Sunday morning except for a single

The Grand County Sheriff's

firmed the information reported

University Vice President

The street has reopened m front
of the modest, single-story home,

pended sentence Friday and was

has remained in the shadows

Maureen Rush said the early

Saturday by the Asbury Park Press

Office said in a statement that

also placed on probation for 18

although it has been legal in the

morning hour and the cold

of Neptune, which cited testimony

more than 160 officers from

months. During [hat time, she

state since 1996

weather had kept people off the

he gave in a criminal case in 2003

around the state were combing

David McCrame sad the autopsies

streets

The relationship had ended by

an area near the Colorado River

are being done m the morning, and

that time

southwest of Moab. an area

authorities working to find out who

famous for red rock canyons and

may have wanted to harm the family

cannot work at any business

On Monday. Oakland will

that prepares or serves food or

begin the application process

beverages

for four permits to run industrial-

In the video, a giggling

scale marijuana farms within city

Hammonds narrates as 32-year

limits.

old Michael Anthony Setzer
waves salami under his rear end
while making a sandwich Both

said the vehicle was caijacked

Miller gained national attention

about a mile from the school.

when he issued the Facebook edict

Philadelphia police gave chase,

this week. He said it came about
because much of the marital coun-

State Park began after Utah

seling he has performed over the

State Parks Ranger Brody Young,

sion a few miles from the state

cultivation in industrial zones has

pus, and two male suspects fled

past year and a half has concerned

34. of Moab. was shot three times

Capitol

infidelity stemming from the social-

Friday night while patrolling the

networking website

popular Poison Spider Mesa Trail,

score scarce real estate
Farther north, the small towns

over recordings ol the incident
to Domino's Pizza and not to

Officials said police ran after
them, and one suspect was shot.

Detectives descnbed the cnme
scene insxie the home just a

authorities said.

The 48-year-old leader of Living

He was pronounced dead at the

The home sits n a new subdivi-

few miles from the state Capitol

Three helicopters were

of Sebastopol and Eureka have

Hospital of the University of

Word Christian Fellowship Church

also passed ordinances allowing

Pennsylvania Police arrested the

in Neptune Township had claimed

included in the search Sunday to

elaborated on how the family was

other man.

Facebook ignites old passions,

find the man police believe shot

killed Neighbors and relatives have

and he ordered about 50 married

Young, and authorities were also

identified the victims as a single,

church officials to delete their

searching freight cars along an

stay-at-home mother and her twin 6-

accounts with the social network-

area railroad line.

year-old girls and 3-year-old son. but

For the creation of major cultiva-

discuss the case with anyone.

hope to have more information by
the afternoon.

The search near Dead Horse

into a concrete barrier near cam-

food sanitation laws.
Hammonds was told to turn

natural arch formations

the driver lost control, crashed

would-be growers scrambling to

had been charged with breaking

Tallahassee police spokesman

measure to allow medical pot

In Berkeley, a successful balbt

sticks cheese in his nose and

University security officials

police officer standing guard

tion operations

- Marcus Wohlsen(AP)

as violent, but poke have not

ing site or resign from their leader-

police rave not released their names

ship positions
- Brent KaBestad (AP)

Ex-Playboy bunny convicted of
murder dies in Oregon

Pope's comments stir controversy
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
— Some Catholic believers
in Ihe Americas greeted
Pope Benedict XVI's recent
comments on condoms as
B sign that the church was
stepping into the modern
debate in the fight against
AIDS, though the church was
adamant Sunday that nothing has changed in its views
banning contraception.
There was praise and
wariness lor the pope's comments that condoms could
be morally justified in some
limited situations, such as for
male prostitutes wanting to
prevent the spread of 11IV.
Others cautioned that
it could open a doctrinal
Pandora's box. And the
exact meaning of what the
pope said was still up for
interpretation.
"That's a theological
mind trap," said Wendy
hisekan, a -17-year-old Stayat-home mom, after Sunday
morning Mass at Saint
Michael Catholic Church in
Worthington, Ohio, a suburb
of Columbus.
"In some cases, it would be
justifiable — or acceptable
— to use a condom," shfl raidif your goal would be to prevent the spread ol AIDS, that
would be a charitable act."
Kllen Reik, a 79-year-old
retired housewife who
HM3E223

fWetwe

attended Saint Michael, said
"As a Catholic,
if taken out of context, the
pope's remarks could renew
they need to
the debate over the morality
recognize this is
of birth control — both as a
contraceptive and a means
an epidemic."
to curb the spread of sexually
transmitted diseases.
Lois Bteaux | Miami
Several more believers
who spoke to The Associated church's position on contraPress following Sunday ser- ception has not changed.
vices in the United States
The Pope spoke in an interand South America felt the view given to a German jourPope's comments marked nalist. Vatican newspaper
a tentative step into a more I.'Osservatore Romano on
modern stance in the global Saturday published excerpts
fight against AIDS.
from the book. "Light of the
Iean)asman.anHl-year-old World." three days ahead of
state worker from Montpelier, publication. In the interview.
Vt„ called the stance a depar- Benedict says that in certain
ture from church doctrine cases, such as for a male proson condom use. "but it's to titute, condom use could be a
the betterment of humanity, first step in assuming moral
if we can help prevent the responsibility for stemming
spread of this horrendous the spread of the virus that
disease."
causes AIDS.
Lois Hreaux n illed her eyes
The Holy See's chief
when asked about t he Pope's spokesman.
the
Rev.
statements as she was leav- I'ederico Dimbardi. stressed
ing Mass at St Kiefan Church. that Benedict was not "morin the Coconut drove neigh- ally justifying "the unbridled
borhood of Miami.
exercise of sexuality and the
"About time — and it church's main advice in the
wasn't enough." she said. "As fight against AIDS remains
a Catholic, they need to rec- the same: promoting sexognize this is an epidemic. ual abstinence and fidelity
The church needs to stand among married couples.
up and say what he did. but
The Pope's comments
he should have gone further." caught some followers offVatican officials strongly guard with the frank discusemphasized Sunday that the sion of a taboo topic.

Playmate dies in hospice care after years of controversy
IvuTAVAUKEE (AP) — The prison escape of former Playboy
Club bunny and Milwaukee
police officer Laurie "Bambi"
Bembenek populatm-d Ihe
phrase "Run Bambi Run' and
seemed tailor-made for the TV
movie it inspired.
But despite the fame garnered by her flight. Bembenek
died having spent more than
two decades insisting on her
1
innocence but never fully
i clearing her name. Her attor| ney said Sunday that effort will
continue.
The 52-year-old died
Saturday of liver failure at a
hospice care center in Portland.
Ore., said her longtime attor-

ney, MaryUliehrer.
Bembenek worked briefly
as a Playboy Club waitress in
I ake Geneva before becoming
a police officer in Milwaukee,
where she mamed detective
Fred Schultz. Bembenek was
convicted in 1982 of fatally
shooting his ex-wife, Christine
Schultz. after allegedly complaining about the idimony he
had to pay.
Bembenek was sentenced
to life in prison but maintained her innocence. In 1990,
she escaped Taycheedah
Ginecuonal Institutional Fond
du 1 ac and fled to (.tnad.i with
then-fiance Dominic Gugliatto.
the brother of another inmate.
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postmenopausal women. She
and her husband are pleased to
be settling in Bowling Green.
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In Milwaukee, more than
2tM) supporters — many
wearing "Run Bambi Run" Tshins — rallied to show support for her flight from the
law. Bembenek and Gugliatto
were captured in Ihunder Bay.
Ontario, about three months
later alter the case was publicized on "America's Most
Wanted
Bembenek fought extradition for a time but willingly
returned to Wisconsin in 1992.
She pleaded DO contest to
second-degree murder and
received 1(1 years of probation. Bembenek moved to
Washington state in the late
1990s to live with her parents.
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Falcons dial from long distance, win third straight
By Paul Barnty
Sports Editor

Curt Milter want expecting it.

HOTHAND:

■

Ten 3-pointers in the first half,
preseason All-Summit League
first team candidate Bethany
Watterworth held scoreless and a
34-point win was not what the BCI
women's basketball coach had in
mind after watching Oakland take
l'enn State to overtime Thursday.
But I hat« exactly what t he falcons
did.
Tracy Pontius hit five of BG's 10
first hall3-pointcrsand Watterworth
went <)-for-6 from the field as the
falcons cruised to an 80-46 win
against the Golden Grizzlies
Saturday afternoon at Anderson
Arena.
To have a double-figure lead for
most of the game, you wouldn't
have told me that the game would
have turned out quite the way it did."
Miller said.

. (5) had liv« 3-pomeis in the firet hall Saiuiday and fmnhed with a game-high 17 poms

BG (3-1) got off to a fast start, taking a 45-20 lead at the break behind
17, 11 and nine points from Pontius,
Lauren Prochaska and Maggie
I lennegan. respectively.
"I think we came out with the cannon effect from the get-go." Pontius
said. "We had a very strong start and
I think that helped get us going."
Pontius' game-high 17 points
paced three other falcons in double figures, as I lennegan finished
with Lt points while Prochaska and
ChrissySteffen each had 11.
And as good as BG's offense was,
the defense was just as good.
For the second straight game the
falcons held an opponent in the
40-point range, limiting the Golden
Grizzlies to a meager 28 percent
shooting — a lot of which was the
ability to contain Watterworth —
who had scored 20 points in each of
See DISTANCE | Page 7

SPORTS
BRIEF
BG men's basketball hosts Duquesne tonight
I lie men's basketball team will try
to once again enjoy the comforts
ui home when it hosts Duquesne
tonight; opening tip is set tot 7 p.m.
from Anderson Arena.
( inning off a 69-50 loss to
Mulligan the falcons will look
to improve upon their 1-2 overall
record while trying to keep their
record in "The House that Hoars'
flawless.
In its final season before it
will be replaced by the Stroh
Center, Anderson Arena has
been kind to the falcons. In
theii home opener they defeated
i ihio Dominican81-55, breaking
the 60-point barrier for the only
time this season.
However, road games have been
le-s pleasant fbi the falcons, falling to I toward 54-52 and Michigan,
both games in which their offense
sputtered out and failed to produce
in the second half
In the loss to Michigan, the
1,ikons were close in the first
half, only trailing by a point late
in the opening stanza, only to fall
apart in the second hall and not

make a shot from the field until
just over 12 minutes remained in
the game.
The game against Howard was
much closer, but a dismal 18-forf>2 shooting effort and a mere 23
second-half points left them three
points short of a victory.
While they've won a game in
Anderson Arena, the falcons have
yet to defeat a Division I team
this season (Ohio Dominican is
Division II), something they'll
attempt to do when they host the
Dukes this evening.
Coming off of a 60-63 loss at
Robert Morris, the Dukes (1-1) are
an up tempo team that can score
the basket — 173 points through
two games this season — but have
also yielded points, as both Robert
Morris and Bluelield State each
scored at least 67 points.
five different Dukes are averaging double-figure scoring games
this season led by Bill Clark, who's
averaged 18.5 points and 6.5
See BRIEF | Page 7

Olson finds success as
member of BG golf team
By Brendan Packart
Reporter

Sometimes some of the best talent
mini's from the places we would
never think to look.
lake B(i men's golfer Charlie
Olson a sophomore transfer student from Suttons Bay, Mich.,
which lias a population of less than
liild people

No one really scouts lor golfers
in northern Michigan." t llson said.
Sutton's Hay High School compiles in Division IV. and its men's
gull team won the 1)4 Lower
Peninsula State title in 2006 when
(llson was a sophomore. Olson
was a three time all-state golfer at
SBIIS.
(llson knew he was good enough
io play collegiate golf, but no
schools wire giving him offers to
play. Hope College was his only
option to play collegiate golf.
Olson attended Hope College,
a Division III private Christian
reform college in Holland, Mich.

mm STABILE
HARD HIT: BG's Brett Mohler tales a hit from Miami's Steven Spinell dining the RedHawks' 3-0 win Saturday night

iami spoils Bergerons reunion, sweeps BG icers

"No one really scouts

By Ryan Satkowiak

for golfers in northern

Assistant Spoils Editoi

Michigan."

Chris Bergeron's first game coaching against his alma mater wasn't as
memorable as he had hoped.
The Falcons (5-9, 2-8 Central
Collegiate Hockey Association) surrendered three second-period goals
en route to a4-3 loss to Miami Friday
night.
"I feel like we played a pretty good
team tonight, but 1 also feel like there
were some very poor decisions on
our part," Bergeron said. "I thought
there were some good efforts, hut
there are no moral victories, that's
not who we are as a program."
Afterthe first period, BG appeared
to compete for a physical 60-minute
battle with the No. 6 Redl lawks, as it
took a 1-1 tie into intermission.
Miami struck the first five minutes
into the game, with fee Harlman
scoring his first goal of the season
on a shot from the point.
BG countered the goal late in the

Charlie Oka

for his freshman year.
"We had a good team there."
Olson said. "At the end of the
year we were tied for ninth in the
nation and finished in the top-30
at nationals."
Olson was named 1st team
all-conference in the Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association
for winning two tournaments during the season at I lope.
Olson said he knew he could play
better golf, so he contacted falcon
coach Garry Winger. Winger
responded and watched (llson play
in a tournament, and shortly after,
See OLSON | Page 7

first period, as Brett Mohler inter
cepted a D-lo-D pass while Miami
was on a power play, and he took it
in on a breakaway and beat Miami
goalie Cody Keichard on a backhand shot.
Miami made it a 2-1 game just 28
seconds into the second period with
Will Weber's point shot deflecting
off of Nick F.no's glove and into the
net.
Several minutes after that. BG
went on a five-minute power play
after Miami's Matt lomassoni was
given a major penalty and a game
misconduct for hitting from behind.
However, BG was not able to
mount a serious scoring chance,
gettingonly one shot during the five
minutes.
"It sure: seemed to go by pretty
quickly, we need to step up and
make plays and that's what it comes
down to," Bergeron said of not scoring on the power play.
Miami rode that momentum
from the penally kill to score twice

in the final 6:26 of the period to
make it a 4-1 game going into the
third period.
Reilly Smith made it 3-1 with a
shot that he fanned on, but the put
still beat lino five-hole.
"We knew after the first period we
needed to step our game up," Smith
said. "They were ready to play; our
team came together and we did
really well on the fore-check."
Then, with just over two to go in
the second period, Pal Cannone's
power play goal made it 4-1 for the
Uedllawks.
"We got a big power play goal to
put us up by three, and we needed
every one of them." Miami coach
Enrico uiasi said.
Mohler cut the lead to two with his
second goal of the night seven minutes into the third period. The goal
came after Cameron Sinclair's shot
hit the post and Mohler knocked in
See SWEEP | Page 7
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Fans to receive Al-Anderson card

Falcons to end regular-season

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

The first 500 fans attentJng tonights BG mens

The BG football team will conclude its 2010

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

basketbal game against Duquesne will receive an

season Friday against Western Michigan. It will
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played Toledo in the last game of the season
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PUCK MOVEMENT: BGs Jam« Mclntosh heads into Miami's zone during Saturday nights game at the BGSU ke Aw

SWEEP
From

the rebound.
"It was just hard work driving to the net," Mohler said.
The Palcons cut the lead
to one on a goal by James
Mclntosh with just three
seconds left in the game.
However, it was like deja
vu for liG in the series finale
Saturday. The Falcons came
out flat, dropping a 3-0 contest, their fourth straight loss
on Saturday games.
The Falcons gave up at least
12 shots in every period, and
were only able to muster nine

OLSON
From Page 6

Olson received a scholarship
and transferred to BG.
Before the season, each
member of the men's golf
team competed in an intersquad tournament to see
who would make the first 5man team of the season.
"I was nervous and I honestly expected to play better," Olson said. "It was a big
relief when 1 found out 1 got
picked."
Olson didn't waste much
time before he made an
impact on the team.
At the Falcons' first tournament of the year in Verona,
N.Y., Olson, along with teammate Wes Gates, led the
Falconsto a strong third place
finish.
"I didn't really feel the
pressure of playing," Olson
said. "I played in the fourth
spot on the? team, and there
isn't as much pressure as if 1
were the number one or two
golfer."
Olson said playing in the
fourth spot gave him a comfort/one to play in.

HOOPS
From Page 6

rebounds a game.
The Falcons' leading scorer is Scott Thomas with 13
points a game and A'uston
Calhoun (I0.3 points a game)
is the only other player to

Michael Montrose of BCi and
Miele were given matching
major penalties for grabbing
the facemask.
Fight minutes into the second. Miami goalie Connor
Knapp kept BG off the board
with a save on a breakaway
by Brett Mohler.
"He faced a couple of
breakaways where he had to
make some big saves and
he did," Miami coach Enrio
Blasi said. "We ask a lot of
our goalies, and obviously
him and Cody are a pretty
good one-two,"
Miami got on the board
ten minutes into the second
period with Smith tipping

1 le said he doesn't have the
same kind of pressure playing
because he would be playing
against other team's number
four golfers.
"I really just went out there
and gave it all I had," Olson
said. "It had to have been
one of the best scores I had
played."
Olson, along with Gates,
both tied for 10th place with
a nine over-par score.
Over the next four tournaments, Olson's scores rose.
1 le finished tied for 22nd at
the lohn Piper Intercollegiate,
which BG won, and he tied
for 20th at the Bearcat
Invitational, where the
Falcons finished sixth.
It wasn't until the team's
last tournament of the fall
season, The Austin Peay
State University tournament in Hopkinsville, Ky.,
that Olson made another
impact.
Olson was tied for first at
the end of the final round
with three other golfers.
Olson won a sudden death
playoff on the second hole
to clinch his first Division 1
golf win.
"1 was nervous through

"We really want to win the Mid-American

average double figures, in
large part due to his careerhigh 1H points in the loss to
Michigan.
Duquesne leads the alltime series 15-9, dating back
to 1947, however the Falcons
hold a 7-4 record against the
Dukes in games played at
Anderson Arena.

BGViews

the puck past Hammond
lust two minutes after that,
Smith scored his second of the
night to give Miami a 2-0 lead.
Farly in the third period. BG had a 5-on-3 power
play for a minute, but was
unable to get a quality
scoring chance.
Miami added a third goal
midway through the third
period to make it a 3-0 game.
On that night. Hammond
stopped 35 of 38 shots for the
Falcons.
"Personally I felt pretty
good tonight, but it's a little
unfortunate that we couldn't
find any offense," Hammond
said.

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FBEE.

PRIZESUOOKUio,

Hopefully we can go out and beat who
we need to beat, and with a little luck,
we can keep on winning."
Charlie Olson I Golfer

the whole thing, but hitting
"I enjoying reading all types
a good first shot on the sec- of books, but my favorites are
ond hole calmed me down." I larry Potter." he said.
Olson said. "I drew to hit first,
Olson said he enjoys fishso I still had to wait to see ing and swimming as well as
everyone else finish.
spending time with his two
"The guy I was paired with dogs, a golden retriever and
missed a four-foot putt to win miniature sheltie.
it. and 1 knew all 1 needed
Olson is an educat ion major
was to sink my four-foot putt whose dream job would be to
and I'd have a good chance tc > become a high school athletic
win," Olson said.
director.
Olson's four-foot birdie putt
With
winter
break
turned out to be the playoff approaching, Olson is ready
and tournament winner, for the spring schedule to
beating out a field of almost begin.
100 golfers, giving Olson his
"We really want to win the
first individual tournament Mid-American Conference
win for BG.
Championship this year,"
Despite his competitive he said. "Hopefully we can
nature on the course. Olson go out and beat who we
describes himself a relaxed need to heat, and with a
guy who doesn't mind read
little luck, we can keep on
ing a good book.
winning."

TYLER STABILE

RUNNER: Lauren Prochaska puts up a shot on the run against Youngstcwn State b«w«k

DISTANCE
From Page 6

her last two games prior to
Saturday.
"Bethany Watterworth is
one of the best post players
in the entire Midwest regardless of conference, Miller
said. "Any league you put
that kid in she can be great.
For us to hold her without a
basket is just a credit to our
team approach."
Thinking
they
had
a tough game on their
hands after watching how
Oakland played againsl
I'enn State, the Falcons

defense was prepared.
"We had a defensive mindset to get stops," llennegan
said. "When we were gel
ting stops and our shots
were tailing, we just took the
momentum and ran away
from them.
BG has won three consecutive games and will look to
carry that momentum into
Wednesday, when it concludes us four-game home
stand against Detroit at 7 p.m.
The Titans are 3-1 this
season, having defeated
Oakland and two MidAmerican Conference teams
in Ball State and Western
Michigan by double-digits.
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guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

for the game.
"We've shown that if we
don't have our game at the
beginning that we can't find
it, and we sure didn't have our
game today," Bergeron said.
Despite a 12-1 shot deficit after the first period, the
Falcons were able to hold the
game to a scoreless tie after
one.
BCi
goalie
Andrew
I lammond was on his game
in the period, making a crucial save on Andy Miele six
minutes into the first to keep
Miami off the board.
As time expired in the
first, the teams exchanged
shoves in front of the benches.
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ACROSS
1 Eve's youngest
5 Special
: military torce
8 Pnest's place
13 Troian War epic
15 'The __"; placekicker
Lou Gtoza's nickname
16 Dog
17 Weailhy relative
19 Sidekick who rode Scout
20 Bagel flavoring
21 Rio automaker
23 Bones partner
24 Emulate Muhammad All
27 Free, as legal work
31 Author Fleming
32 Titled woman
33 Older but _
36 Dean's list factor: Abbr.
39 Father-son talk, eg
43 D.C. bigwig
44 Annually
45 Jason's vessel
46 Had some grub
47 Leave high and dry

1 32-Acrosses spouses
2 Nobehst Wiesei
3 Nervous spasms
4 "Very funny!"
5 Non-Rx
6 Oktoberfest dance
7 Make welcome
8 On-target
9 Let out a few notches m
10 Toy truck brand
11 When Ophelia drowns
12 River at Aries
14 Disney pachyderm
18 One of the noble gases
22 French farewell
25 Alamo hero
26 Part of V.F.W.
27 Commonly e-mailed 48 Arctic floater
files, for short
49 Take in from a
pet shelter
28 Porterhouse order
29 Arabian sultanate
50 Beef __: dried meat
30 Golfer Hogan
51 Kagan who replaced
Stevens on the
34 'This
npoff'"
Supreme Court
35 Scrawny one
36 Prepare, as for action 52 Enticed, with "m"
37 Walt Kelly's possum
53 "Peer Gynt" dramatist
Croc's cousin
38 Soon, poetically
Drawn tight
40'K-K-K- ":
Culturally pretentious
1918 song
Vette roof option
41 Batik artisans
Bronte's "Jane.._"
42 _ Francisco
RR depot
46 Composer
Literary collection
Schoenberg

ANSWERS
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50 Assembled in a
makeshift manner
55 North Carolina university
56 Fed. loan guarantor
57 Take turns
62 Bank takebacks. briefly
64 Get-together for the starts of
17-. 24-. 39-and 50-Across?
66 Used a pne dieu
67 Many, many moons
68 Coach : athlete ::
: student
69 When tripled, and so on
70 Gun lobby org
71 Rockwell o* Gotn.c
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HIGH SPEED DSL - .
j29 95/MONTH_^>
COMPUTER REPAIRS
■• ■ ■ jr

or call 419.352.3568

SID W»l Wooiler ■ awllllfj Griin

Saturday the annual Bowling Green Holiday
Parade took place downtown on Main St.

ANDREA FEHL I THE B6 NEWS

TOP: Jodi Hagg. University instructor waves to parade viewers on a float with a
hoise drawn carriage

RIGHT: A clown waiting in the parade hands out candy to children watching the
parade

BOTTOM: Character from the nutcracker rides on float during (he parade to
promote Julie's Dance Studios "The Nutcracker All Jazzed Up!"

r7£ BG News

Classified Ads • 419-572-W77
The BG Nf»* will no! knowingly accept
•dmtitttnenn thai dlwrlminalp, or rncour
Bgf dlsHtninatinn against any Individual Of
group on the \uu\ of race. w*. color, creed,
religion, national origin, wwal orientation,
disability status as a veteran, or on the basis
of any other legally prutectrtl Matin

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up to $30O/day.
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x 174
2 sitters needed in Perrysburg
home for three boys.
one T & Th, one W & F. 8:30-5 30
Call Alicia at 419-973-6118.
Earn Sl000-S3200/mo.
to drive our cars with ads.
Initial fee required.
www.AdCarDnver com
Imagination Station currently has
openings tor 3-4 permanent
PT Floor Team Associates and a
PT Cashier We also have several
temporary PT positions available
for our Camp-In program
If you think science is tun
and enjoy working with children,
please visit our website at:
lmaglnatlonttatlontoledo.org
for details

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

* Reduced Rate in
November 2010 «
* Apartments Available *
* Semester Leases *
• Minutes from BGSU*
» Pet friendly community *
» Heat included »

Help Wanted

For Rent

Immediate Direct Care
Openings in Perrysburg,
BG & Portage!
For those who love to interact
with people, demonstrate their
creativity and deal with something
fresh, dnterent and challenging
every day. this is the job tor you!
Wood Lane Residential Services.
Inc is hiring full time, part-time &
subs tor all positions to assist
adults with developmental disabilities with daily living skills in a
group home setting. S9-Sl3.18/hr
based on exp. Positions require
Htgh School Diploma or GED &
valid drivers license and acceptable driving record (for driving
positions only) & pre-employment
background screening.
Obtain application from WLRS.
545 Pearl St., Bowling Green,
Mon-Fri. 8 00am-4:00pm.
Or download an application at
www.woodlaneresidential.org.
EOE

2BR apt lor sub-lease, close lo
campus, lurn. S420/mo + gas/elec
Email: shammer@bgsu.edu

For Rent

1, 2 & 3BR apts, close to campus
avail end of Dec & next S.Y
Call Gary at 419-352-5414

For aOvjrcp bctrts & sftMtimrt mil cmemxfc com
or CM I -MCKttWKGO . iig Co* IU»
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HARRY POTTER AND
THE DEATHLY HALLOWS:
PART 1 [PCM 3] NO PASSES
510 705 8301020
UNSTOPPABLE [PG-13]
NO PASSES
455 7301005

CALL FOR SPECIALSI
I nr.itI'd ill

^^

300 Napoleon Kniitl rf»JV
In Bowling Green I.TTTI

DUE DATE [R]
500 73! 1010
MEOAMIND 3D [PQ]

445 720 955
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311 Ridge -3BR house,
available Fall 2011.
Call 419-352-5882
4 BR w/1 1/2 baths, W/D, garage
5 large deck, corner ol 8th & Elm.
Call 419-305-5987 lor more into
Highland Management
Now leasing tor 2011-2012 s.y.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Call 419-354-6036, M-F

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Otticeopen 10-2. M-F.
www BGApartments com
Spacious 2 & 3 BR apts starting
at $495'mo. 12 mo leases only!
Call BG Estates at 419-352-5987

